Year 4 Spring 1: spellings SET A
Week 1
Test Date 18.1.19

Week 2
Test Date 25.1.19

Week 3
Test Date 1.2.19

Week 4
Test Date 8.2.19

Week 5
Test Date 15.2.19

ic to ally/
Suffix -ly- exceptions

Rules for -ous:
our to or/common
exception words

Rules for -ous:
tious

Rules for -ous:
Cious
And exceptions

Rules for -ous:
eous

automatically
critically
logically
mechanically
medically
musically
physically
truly
duly
wholly

vigorous
humorous
glamorous
harborous
rigorous
porous
Common exception words:
through
various
woman
women

And exceptions
nutritious
cautious
ambitious
infectious
repetitious
fictitious
superstitious
scrumptious
anxious
obnoxious

spacious
gracious
delicious
vicious
ferocious
conscious
precious
malicious
religious
contagious

hideous
spontaneous
courteous
miscellaneous
nauseous
righteous
simultaneous
courageous
advantageous
outrageous

Year 4- Common Exception Words
material

medicine

mention

minute

natural

naughty

notice

occasional

occasionally

often

opposite

ordinary

particular

peculiar

perhaps

popular

position

possess

possession

possible

potatoes

pressure

probably

promise

purpose

quarter

question

recent

regular

reign

remember

sentence

separate

special

straight

strange

strength

suppose

surprise

therefore

though

although

thought

through

various

weight

woman

women

Spellings in context:
Spelling Rule
ic to ally/
Suffix -ly- exceptions

Spelling Rule

Spelling Rule

Spelling Rule

Rules for -ous:
our to or

Rules for -ous:
tious

Rules for -ous:
Cious
And exceptions

And exceptions
Boys were automatically
enlisted into the army in
Ancient China.
She stood back and
looked at herself critically
in the mirror.
It is tricky to work events
out logically from early
civilisations as they were
so long ago.
Vehicles are made
mechanically.
Medically, Ancient
Chinese people believed
in natural remedies.
There are many
musically gifted children
at Billesley Primary.
Ancient Chinese farmers
had to endure physically
tough work.
Mulan was truly a warrior.
It was duly noted that the
girl was late to school.
A baby is wholly
dependent on his or her
mother.

Chinese soldiers were put
through vigorous exercise.
Sometimes, Miss Sadley’s
jokes can be humorous.
The lady wore a glamorous
black dress.
Chinese emperors could be
harborous toward their staff at
times.
There are many rigorous tests
to go through to become a
soldier.
Porous means when liquid or
air can pass through a
material.
Common exception words:
Porous means when liquid or
air can pass through a
material.
There were various roles
within Ancient Chinese society.
The plural of woman is
women.

Eat a nutritious diet to stay
healthy.
Be cautious around dangerous
things.
Jack is ambitious as he wants
to be a footballer when his is
older.
Her flu was infectious.
Be repetitious in learning your
spellings.
The children told fictitious
stories about each other.
It is superstitious to never
walk under a ladder.
The Christmas dinner was
scrumptious.
The felt anxious about the test
but used mindfulness to feel
calm again.
The wicked witch was
obnoxious and hated children.

The classroom was spacious
when the tables were moved
away.
She was always gracious to
guests.
The cake was delicious!
The lion was vicious when he
roared at the mouse.
The mouse ran from the
ferocious lion.
He was conscious that he the
weather was getting colder.
The trip was a precious memory.
The evil witch were malicious as
she was always causing trouble.
It was a religious time of the
year.
Chicken Pox is very contagious!

Spelling Rule
Suffix - eous

The Emperor’s features were
hideous.
Everyone erupted with
spontaneous applause when
Mulan returned.
It is courteous to say please
and thank you.
The boy sorted through his
miscellaneous Lego to build
some interesting designs.
Travelling on a coach for too
long makes me feel
nauseous.
Emperor Shang was not a
righteous man, so eventually
his people revolted and he
was overthrown.
Each class erupted in
simultaneous applause.
It was very courageous of
Mulan to join the army in
place of her father.
It is advantageous for you in
maths, if you know your times
tables.
Mulan was brave, but her
secrecy was outrageous.

